
 
 
 
 

 
 

Coming up next week…09/10/2023 
 

Monday’s phonics and reading workshop PowerPoint is now 

saved on the school website under: our school, classes, 

reception. 
 

Please don’t forget to log any comments on the Boom Readers app. It is 

good practise for children to practise a book a couple of times before 

changing it. When you would like the book changed please send your child to 

school with it in their hand so that we can change it first thing. Thank you. 

 
Learning in school: 

Theme for the Term: All About Me!   

During this topic we will be getting to know each other and finding out about our new 

friends and school. 

 

Theme for the week: This week we will be continuing to explore self portraits 

and celebrating our uniqueness. We will also be continuing to explore emotions and 

using our calm corner and zones area.  

 

Phonics: 

This week, we will learn the letter sounds h, b, f, l. We will also be introducing the 

tricky word ‘the’ this week and will be recapping the tricky words ‘is’ and ‘I’. 

Maths: 

This we will be learning about the measures- size, weight and capacity. The children 

will be investigating different size containers, weighing a variety of objects using 

balance scales and using related mathematical vocabulary, e.g. heavier, lighter, full, 

empty.  

Mindful Moment of the Week: 

This week’s mindful moment of the week is pinwheel breathing  

 

Begin to blow on your pinwheels together.  

 



Breathe in through the nose and out through the mouth. 

Watch your pinwheels start to spin. 
 

Additional notes and reminders 

Please note, Jellyfish and Starfish collect their Sounds Folders in on a Wednesday 

and Turtles in on a Thursday. Many thanks 

 

Please remember to put your child’s library book in their book bag on their class 

library day. Library days are as follows: 

 Turtles: Tuesday 

 Starfish: Thursday 

 Jellyfish: Monday   

 

Class email addresses: 

turtles@mead.surrey.sch.uk 

starfish@mead.surrey.sch.uk 

jellyfish@mead.surrey.sch.uk  

 

 

 

Please note that as the week progresses it is sometimes necessary to change what is 

planned to meet the learning needs of the children and therefore changes to the above 

may occur. 
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